Leaving Atlanta
I've argued for years that there's no hope of reforming our large, urban
areas populated primarily by black criminals, both in and out of office.
Most BLUE cities are run so corruptly and incompetently -- with endemic
voter fraud as well -- they invariably elect "leaders" who are as corrupt
and incompetent as themselves. These cities have gotten progressively
worse since the 1960s and their decline is a one-way street.
Many times I've recommended that individuals do as I have, and leave
large cities and move to RED areas, where taxes are lower and rarely
embezzled by city officials. Crime is much lower as well, particularly
violent crimes like murder. There aren't any black "flash-mobs" either,
since perpetrators would be met with a hail of gunfire by the proprietors
of small businesses. That's because defending yourself and your property
is encouraged in RED areas, in stark contrast to BLUE cities that always
have strict gun control laws.
The residents of Buckhead -- an affluent and predominately white
community in North Atlanta -- are pursuing an alternative strategy:
many residents intend to secede from Atlanta and become an
independent city, with its own city government and police force. Their
tax revenues would be used to administer the city of Buckhead, and no
longer disappear down the black hole that is Atlanta city government.
One Buckhead resident who heads the Buckhead Coalition -- opposed to
secession -- argues that the resulting loss of tax revenues would be
disastrous for Atlanta. This coalition consists of the usual feckless and
quisling community "leaders" who can ALWAYS be counted on to
endorse anything that benefits black crooks at the expense of lawabiding citizens. In fact, the resulting loss of tax revenues to Atlanta is
the very best argument FOR Buckhead's Secession.

Buckhead's residents have grown weary of their taxes being stolen by
corrupt Atlanta officials and then used for a variety of purposes that
rarely benefit the residents of Buckhead. Those favoring secession are
also alarmed at repeated calls from a number of black Atlanta officials to
defund its police and "de-criminalize" many offenses, even in the wake
of accelerating levels of violent crime. A vote to cut $72 Million from its
police budget failed by one vote in Atlanta's City Council in 2021.
Buckhead's secession might well restore confidence that their municipal
elections were conducted honestly, so residents would no longer need
to worry about phony plumbing leaks that can halt the vote tabulating
process for hours. This is what happened in November of 2020 in
Atlanta's centralized vote tabulating center -- the State Farm Arena -creating an opportunity for enormous electoral mischief to take place.
The tragedy of our largest cities -- once considered the "gems" of our
civilization -- is that once blacks gain control of the levers of power, the
fates of those cities are forever sealed. Nothing lies head but increasing
rates of violent crime, higher taxes, a lower quality of life, a decline in
city services, nepotism, embezzlement, and voter fraud that
perpetuates control by a corrupt and tribal black political machine.
Buckhead is demonstrating a path away from this decline, and will be
"voting with their feet" in November.
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